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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS

Committee
Focuses On Trends
Affecting Future Of

Resident Hall Students
Voice Complaints

Cool Down '

by Clint ZWeifel
news editor

UM-system
by Clint Zweifel
news editor
Fifty citizens, who fonn a group called the 2020"
Committee, will be presenting a study to the Board of
Curators in December that could help give the Board and
chancellors of the four UM campuses a better basis for
making decisions.
'.
. The group, selected by the Board of Curators, is
separated into different task forces whose job are to study
future trends in one of six focus areas. The focus areas are:
demography, technology, faculty, structure, programing
and fmancing.
David Boode, 2020 Committee member, said the
group is presently conducting studies to help foresee some
of the situations the UM -system will have to deal with in
the future.
''The study will help identify trends we think: will
strongly shape the environment the university will have to
opernte in," Boode said. ''That document will fit into each
university'S planning cycle. It is part of a continual planning process for the universities."
John Cozad, Board of Curators membeI", said it is
important to understand that the findings brought forth by
the coinmittee are long-term possibilities.
''They are long-range trends that have alot to with how
the university operates," Cozad said. ''They see what the
futuremay look like and use that guidance as a way to make
decisions. "
Cozad said the boardcannotrely on the study as its sole
basis for decision making.
"TItis is not a forecast or recommendation," he said.
''The planning committee will use this as a basic document
to evaluate with other informational sources for added
input"

_.

_

Cozad said the be would not allow the policy to affect
short-term decisions, especially since he said it is hard to
predict future situations.
"It will not be a limit on controlling decisions made in
the short-term," he said. "I do not have a great deal offaith
in human beings to see into the future."
James McHugh, Board of Curators member, said the
study is imponant to help evaluate what the UM-system
may have to deal with in the future.
"We are in an age of such rapid change," McHugh said.
'Things are not static anymore. You have to look at
possible trends today or you can't make an informed
decision in the future."
He said the demographic focus of the study is espe-

See,Board, page 10
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Sipping a cold one : A SiberianTiger getting ready to take a drink at theSt. Louis Zoo on
Sept. 1. The 3 year old female is listed as an endangered species.

UM-St Louis students who live in
the Incarnate Word residence hall,
voiced their complaints concerning an
amended visitors policy at a meeting in
the donn on Thursday, September 2.
The students' concern stems from a
change in coed interdonn visitation
(residents of one sex visiting the other
sex's room or floor) policy set by
Academic Affarrs, on Aug. 25. The
amended policy does not allow coed
visitation by dorm residents or nondorm residents after midnight on
weekdays and 2:00 am on weekends.
Karl Beeler, assistant to the vicechancellor of student affairs, said the
policy was not put in place to put limits
on whom the students associate with.
''We are not trying to intrude on
other peoples' right to associate with

others," said Beeler. "But there are
safety and security issues that we are
expected to insure. They need to understand why there is a need for visitation hours."
He said problems could occur with
unrestricted visitation of the opposite
sex.
''The students don't know all of
these people [who would be visiting],"
said Beeler. "Having males on a
women's floor could be disturbing."
One sex occupies each floor.
Jason Peery, Residence Hall
Council president, said the rules in
place undermine one of the main reasons for going to college and living in
adorrn.
.
''This is a limited time for us, said
Peery. "Why should we have limits on

See Hall, page 10

Connnittee, SevenTopGoals
by Christine McGraw
of The Current staff

Retreat Provides Famlly-Llke Atmosphere .

Appointees to the Executive Committee and seven top
goals of the Student Government Association were announced at the first (unofficial)1993-94 SGA Assembly
meeting Aug. 29. The assembly concluded the weekend
leadership retreat in Potosi, MO.
Twenty-eightofthe92invitedmembersoftheAssembly
attended the weekend retreat
SGA President Andy Masters began his report by
noting the importance of staying positive and motivated
throughout the year. He stressed the SGA theme, "Year of
Unity," would benefit all organizations and the campus as
a whole.
•'We were all impressed with the amount ofbusiness we
accomplished and the specific goals we've set forth,"
Masters said. "1 would rather have 28 people attend, who I
know are devoted to improving our campus, than 92 people
who aren't"
Masters then annoWlCed the new appointees to the SG A
Executive Committee: Treasurer, Eric Barnhart; Secretary,
Kate Lacey; and Parliamentarian, Jason Peery.
''This years' executive committee is a terrific balance
between valuable experience and fresh new ideas," Masters
said.

by Christine McGraw
of The Current staff

"Team Work," according to Lisa

DOyle. was one of the most important
elements of the 1993-94 Student
GovemmentAssociationI...eadmhip
Rweat
Ie is the
01
catioorepresentative lO theAs!lernbly,
who was in attendance at the retreat
Aug. Z7-29, at Trout Lodge YMCA
in Potosi. MO.
~'I got a lot out of it,.. Doyle said.
"Every one seemed to work: as a
After a brainstorming session, the
members ofthe Assembly elected seven
top priorities and drafted the following
committees to carry out each goal:
Increased Student Involvement
Committee. The purpose of this
committee is to introduce new students

team-even those who didn't know
.each other."
SGA President Andy Masten
said the retreat not only allows time
for SGA affairs, but also reserves
time for socializing and relaxation.
"Conducting SGA Business and
setting our goals is only a small part
of tile weekend experience," Masters
said. "It serves as an opportunity fa
students and facilitators to escape

See Retreat, page 4
and incoming freshmen to student organizations and to help encourage and
establish new student organizations.
"Obviously this is the main drive in
regard to our 'Year of Unity , theme in
1993-94," Masters said. "I'm excited
to see a specific objective, 1know will

have a positive impact on our campus."
Organization!Activities Brochure Committee. The main objective of this committee is to publish
and distribute a book for students
containing pertinent information
concerning each student group and
organization, including a roster and
a calendar of events. This will make
students moreaware of thevariety of
campus organizations and help interested students select and join the
organization best suited for them.
"Most people don't know what's
available to them," said Lisa Doy Ie,
School of Education assembly representative. '''There needs to be a
resource that can let them know
what's out there. That's probably
why people don't get involvedthey don't know what their options
are."

See SGA, page 4

SGl\. Names Advisor Japan's Ambassador
Visits UM-St. Louis;

by Jeremy Rutherford
associate news: editor

Vantinehas b(!.en special events manager for IOyears at UM-St Louis.
"My job has been.to coOrdinare ~~
The UM-St. Louis Student Gov- ecutive special eventS- fer the chanernment Association '(SOA) liaS . cellor." V anline said.
For her first five years, she was a
·naned Cindy Yantine.~ialevent·s
part-time emmanagerauheuniversity, totheposi~
ployee. This
tion of SO A
gave
her the
advisor: fur the

Speaks Of Cooperation

· 1993-94 aca-

opportunity

demic year.
. And y
'Masters, SGA .
}RSident. ,mid

to welt: with
Studentsin1he .
musicdepan-

he and vicepresidentDilve

compani s.t.•
However the
past
five
-years, she has
been full-time
in her special

Roither had

been loolcing
for an advisor
since former
~ Steve

mentasanac~ I

I

I

events posi-

Scruggsleftcn

tion. leaving

June 18.
" W hen
Steve left, we

to

her little time

spend with
students.
She said
without
Cindy Vantine
working diaJ:l advisor,!'
rectly wiLb
Mastm said,
"Wit.bQu1 an advisor, we were not students again wilibe rewarding.
recognlzedasa stndentgovemment" ''1 miss the gtudentcontact, and I look I
Mastel'S said heand Roitberdrew fm:ward to wolking with the stud.ent
said
up a list of 11 faculty membtts as government,"Vantine '
possible advisors dming a brain- Although Vantine has not officially
SIOllQIIlgsessioo. Tooythennarrowed metwithSGA..shesa.idsneisaJlX;ious I
to get started Her plan is nc)t to be a
the list 1:0 five people.
"When we reacbed f~vepQSSibili d'treClOr of operatiorts btl! to assist .
ties. we then sent0lUtrettetsandasked SGA when they need help.
~ said Vantine will fit in
-fora response from ~ ofthenominees .. Msste:rs said. "When the re- weUwithSGA
"Cindy knows who to talk to and
~ camein, we cbose C;fudy for
the position be<:ause of hez experi- bow to get. a bold oftbem." Masters .
· ence . in special events." said.

were

I

i

Japan's ambassador to the United
States, Takakazu Kuriyama, spoke on
the UM-St Louis campus at the Instructional Technology Center Sept 3
-aspartof a video conference that linked
the four campuses in the UM-system.
In his speech Kuriyama said although there are cultural differences
between the United States and Japan
the coWltries still have a close relationship.
"1bere has never been twOCOWltries
with such vast cultural historical backgrounds as the U.S. andJ apan that have
corne to establish a close relationship
in such a short time," he said.
Kuriyama said the relationship_between the United States and Japan has
improved in different ways.
"Ourrelationship has grown across
the Pacific by one of lOtal dependency

University

~ive~s

by Jeremy Rutherford
associate news editor

UM-SL Louis students having
trouble paying tuition because of financial problems caused by the flood,
will be given a break by the university.
In a letter sent to UM-St Louis
students on July 29, Chancellor Blanche
Touhill encouraged students to continue
their education, without letting financial setbacks get in their way.
Janet Robertson, manager of the
cashier's office, said the office has

by Japan on the United States politically, economically and in national security ," he said.
He said the relationship also has a
"global dimension."
"J apan and the United States share
similar outlooks of the world on how
we should strengthen international
peace, how we should go about
strengthening the international trading
system and how we should go about
coping with -tbe problems of a global
environment," said Kuriyama
The United States' and Japan's cooperation in aiding the former Russia
has also shown the "global dimension"
of their relationship he said
"We have been working very
closely together in aiding Russia," said
Kuriyama. ''We have a broad and long
list of common agenda"

Photo; Dave Floyd
Takakaz Kuriyarna answering a question from a UM-Colwnbia professor during
his visit Friday Sept 3.
He did say there have been economic misperceptions between the two
countries.
".Many Americans seem to see Japan as a major economic threat to the
United States and on the other hand
there is an increasing number of Japanese that perceive the United States as

an economic threat to Japan;" he said.
''Th6re is nothing more disturbing than
these."
Among those participating in the
conference were Missouri Lt Gov.
Roger Wilson, UM-system President
George Russell and chancellors from
the four campuses.

Tuition 'H elp To Flood -A f fected StU d ents
encountered 20 to 25 flood victims,
who have had problems making tuition
payments. Most of their questions are
concerning their options.
"Things are going quite fine,"
Robertson said. "Our main concern, in
most cases, is time."
Robertson said some students were
financially strapped beyond their control.
"A number of students had employers who were flooded, and so the
students were not getting paid. ..in some
instances without a job," Robertson

said. "In that case, we extended the
deadlines of their payments."
Pamela Fowler, director of financial aid, said students who have come
to the financial aid office for help have
been told to apply for student loans
and grants. She said to approve the
loans, the Department of Education
must approve more funding.
Fowler said the process is now in
the waiting period.
"We are waiting to hear from the
Department of Education," Fowler
said. "When we get the weird, we will

review the applicants, and then divide
the funds appropriately."
Fowler is optimistic the U.S. Government will help disaster victims
continue their education, as they have
in the past
''We are hopeful the govenunent
will react as they have in similar situations," Fowler said. ''The government
will also decide what funds will be
directed to flood victims if they already

See Flood page 10
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MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELlANEOU'S

5KRACE& 1-MILEFAMILY
FUN RUN/WALK. Event starts

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUlPS!

at the Mark Twain Building. follows
Weest Campus Dr. through campus to Natural Bridge Rd. proceeding through Bellerive Acres
and continues back though Mark
Twain Dr .. to finish at the Mark
Twain Building. Awards will be
given out to male and female finishers in each run and to the top
finishers in each age category. at
10am at the finish point. All participants will be awarded at-shirt
and free use of the swimming pool
from 10:15 till 12pm. Entries and
entry fees are due Sept. B. The
student fee is $5 and $8 for all
others. Race day entry fees are $5
for students and $1 0 for all others.
Please call the Recreational Sports
Office for mora information and
entry forms at 553-6754.

Raise as Much as You
Want In On~ Week!

Raise as Much as You
Want ~ One Week!

$100••• $600 •••$ 1 500%
Mam:t Applicatioaa for VISA.

$100 .•.$600•••$lS00!

MASTERCARD.MCI.
AMOCO, etc.. CaD for your
FREE T -SHIRT and 10 qualify
fur FREE TRIP to MTV

Market Applications for the hottest credit card ever - NEW

GM MASTERCARD. Users
eam BIG DISCOUNTS on GM

SPRING B REAK '94.

Call1-8O().954}·1039, ext. 7S.

CARSI QualifyforFRfET-SHIRT
'" '94GMCJIMMY.

Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

HELP WANTED

PRIVATE INSTRUCT10N
Chemistry
Mathematics
Call Dr. J. Dence
567-4845
After 7 pm.

CRUISE SHIP S N 'O W HIRING
- Earn up to 2, OOO+/m onth +
world travel (Hawaii. Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc .) Summer
and career employment availL......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- , able. No e xper ience necessary. For more information,
call 1-206 - 634-0468 ext.
C5746

Secretary/ Administrative Assistant
Part-time with CPNAttorney; Flexible work schedule;
Experience with WordPerfect and basic bookkeeping
helpful;Ballwini Des Peres location.

AudIo Visual De pt. - Day &
EVening Hours. Some experience preferred. Contact Bob Teal
- 553-6173

Send resume to:

:
L --------------------- ~

TRAFf.IC TICKETS
OWl
PERSONAL INJURY
I.

QuikTrip'

Positions Available
Part-time Clerk

• Earn $4.7S/hr starting pay with raises at 3 months,
6 months and every anniversy.
• Work up to 40 hours per week during day and evening hours
• Work with an Assistan t Manager or Store Manager
• Never work over night and never work alone
• Job duties include: Customer service, merchandising,
Apply At Any At QuikTrip Location In Person
. Or Call Our Job Line at 1-800-365..{)935
.

.

.~

HELP WANTED

Need extra cash? A growing computer distrubutor seeks student
sales representative. Must have
good working knowledge of computers and software, and a sales
personality. Excellent opportunity
for right personl Send resume to
Simply Software Inc .• 868 S.
Brunswick, Suite 201. Marshall, MO
65340.

Wanted: Reporters and photographers for News, Sports and
Feature. to write and shoot for
Th. Currtlnt. No experience is

Horizons Peer Counseling accepting applications for part-time
work. All majors welcome; great
experience for everyone. Job d~
scription: career and academiC
counseling, attending and presenting workshops. advertising,
training in communications skills.
553-5730 or 553-5711. 427 SSB

ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDENT.
PART-TIME - YOU MAKE YOUR
OWN TIME SCHEDULE. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY WITH A
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
COMPANY. GREAT FINANCIAL
REWARDS AND OPPORTUNITY
TO MEET PEOPLE. CALL FOR
APPT. PATOR KAREN 822-0659
OR 822-6272.

necessary. Enthusiasm is required. We provide photographers
with film and develop it for you.
There are also available positions
for advertising sales representatives. Pay is on a commission basis. Hours are flexible. Call Russ
or Alfie at 553-5183.

i

FOR RENT
PARK GLEN ECHO TOWNHOUSES
1 Bedroom starts at $2BO. All ApplianCes. w/w Carpet. On Site
Management. NC, Gas Heat. Spiral
Staircase. Parking. Laundry. 2550
LUCAS & HUNT. 385-0728

WANTEDI Work-study person to
work at the counseling service.
Hours are Monday through Thursday evenings from 5-7:00pm. Plus
some lunches (12-1). Call 5535711 or stop by 427 S .S .B.
'You must be approved for workstudy.

:-

For Sale I Help Wanted I Personals

FREE FOR

CLASSIFICATION

STLDE:\TS

-

:

NEEDS

I 2550 LUCAS Go HUNT
IL ________
385-0728
.J

FOR SALE
TEXT:
Macintosh SE 4120 . Includes Microsoft Word 4.0, Superpaint 2.0,
ATM, other software, games, utilities, and more than 10 fonts. 01fered with or without ImageWriter II
printer. Leave your name and phone
number at 839-2154,9am-9pm.

1(g.esee & Leonara
Attorneys at Law
4144 Lind~ll Blvd. Ste. 506
St. Louis, MO 63108

.----------------~--.

\ SOLD IN SETS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DANA!
So you reached the quarter-of-a~ntury mark! Don't worry. it only
gets better from here on out. l1's
less tiring because it's all downhill.
Let us know if you need some help
finding ypl:I ('WalRing stick! .
Love,
.
Dave, Russ, Alf and the staff.

......,

FOIl DfPtOIi ua£ 0Nt. 'f

FIND OUT FOR SURE.

V

CENTER

. FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results
. Completely confidential

Dear Monty,
One month and counting. Love you
babe .
Pooky

• CaU or walk in

725-3150

447-6477 ' 831-6723

227-5111

950 Francis PI.
(St. Louts)

2352 HWY 94
(St. Charles)

510 Baxter Rd
(Ballwin)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

Dear MJF,
You suckl You were so lucky that
Edberg lost. Enqvist is going down
my man! Just because he beat
Agassi doesn't mean shit. Mr. Image Is Everything sucks anyway.
Go Sampras!! Go Edberg!! -Stefan

24- Hour Phone Service

PROTECTION - 500/0 OFF
Help prevent personal attacks, pepper self defence
spray stops:
Psychotics, Drunks, Drug Abusers , Date Rape, Wlld
Animals, etc., for 15 to 30 minutes so you can get to
safety.
Non lethal with no pennanent after effects formula,
also has identifying dye to help security and police in
suspect apprehension. This is the same fonnula used
by many law enforcement and government agencies
today.

II ..112 PRICE II

SELF·DEFENSE WEAPON
CAN BE
F'1R£O

WIlI>4Ot.JT
0I"!~...a

CAS!'

To order, send check or money order to ... .
O.V.D. Self Defense Products
12685 Dorsett Road, Suite 230
Maryland Heights, Missouri 63043

4pC.w.

..

I N/GHTSTAND .

$139

----- ------." 112 PRICE
r"
.......
11 _=~
GDUjIGa

_ _ _ _ oJ

~~...!-~~~
.

Nrune ________________________________~_______________________________
Adruress _________________________
City __________ State
Zip Code _______

~--

Quantity

o

Sprayer wAceychain holster

@ S9.S0each
Total

r
I

$8.00 each

Sprayer wlpocket clip

TouU__
Shipping & handling per order

$2.00

Total OnIer

NOTE: Missouri Residma: Tax Will Be Paid by O.V.D.

$

i

Hey Beavis (Bubby),
What's the matter with your head?
It looks like, huh huh,uh, one of
those things with fur, uh, shut upl
Butt H~ad
(Muff)

AM I PREGNANT?
ry CRISIS
( I) PREGNANCY

TREsnEWOOD r~~r;l
TABLE WITH 4 ~HAlRS I CHEST I

)

PERSONALS

;;;;;;;;;;;iiiii;;;ii~;;~~~~~;~i~r L-----_----------- ----~
BEDDING

{l

: -CLOSE TO All YOUR

\,.

lCOijPOtrSALE1

5'~~COUN;W~;;;-1

TH I S COUPON
(FOR ALL STUDIOUS
STUDENTS)
: -UMSL 1 BOn. TWN
CR/CARPET
I -CLOSE TO CAMPUS
: -CLOSE TO L1GHTnAIL
I -CLOSE TO NORTH
I
OAKS SHOPP ING
CENTER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POLICY
Paid classified advertising receives priority over free
classified orders. All orders should be mailed to "Jason and Alfie", c/o The Current, 8001 Natural Bridge.
Drop boxes for orders are located in Lucas Hall (next
to Evening College) and at the offices of The Current,
7940 Natural Bridge.

r--------,
:L ________
535-6770 .J:

housekeeping, and inventory control.

• J..

HELP WANTED

r.---------------------~
The Current Classified Order Form

I
I

Mar y S. Gillespie
15057 Manchester Rd.
Ballwin Mo. 60311

HELP WANTED

I

I

NON 1ErnAL

NON TOXIC

NON FLAMMABl1!

~.

\'

I
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from the editor's desk
UM-St.·Louis Master
Plan Designed To Shore

Up Physical Facilities
by Russell Korando
edhor-in-chief
Are soaring tuition and fees
.getting the best of your patience
and bank account?
Well, never
fear,
because
UMSL has not
only ·a plan, but a
MASlER PLAN.

Last fall, in
agreement with
ChancellorTouhill
and the Board of

Curators, UMSL

Driemeir said. ''Thedrafthas a nwnber of points that will make this
campus better in the future.
"They [the master planners]
think that this will give us a handle
on physical development beyond 10
years ... in a sense of
helping us understand some things
that we might want
to do to alleviate
traffic," he said.
"More importantly,
they've given us
. things tho think about
concerning the importance of Light

hired a "teain of
consultants" to develop a new Rail."
Even though the Riverwomen
Campus Master Plan. This was
designed to be a "decision mak- are playing off-campus, MetroLink
ing" plan forthe future ofUMSL' s does look to play an important factor
in this university's future. Besides
physical development
Of course, 30 years ago, the free-ride's given to UMSL stuUMSL was nothing more than an dents for the duration of the fall
old golf course and a master plan semester, MetroLink can ease the
to educate students from middle burden of a UMSL student's worst
income and poor families living nightmare: Car problems.
in urban areas, such as St Louis
Once St Charles is connected
and Kansas City.
with the~tofLightRail,MetroLink
Thirty -years later, UMSL has could be a primary mode of transgrown to more than 13,(XX) stu- portation to school.
dents, and has expanded from the
With all the rising costs of atold golf course's ISO-acre natural tending UMSL, it is important to
boundaries, to locations south of tickle the interest of students or parNatural Bridge Rd. Plans for buy- ents who may be turned off by the
ing more property are in the com- increases.
mittee stage, and the newly finThe profile of the UMSL stuished computer center is being dent has been evolving since the
held up for all ofUMSL' s peers to school was built The master plan
also calls for an "evolving mission."
gaze at in wonderment
But as seen by all people and Sounds like what President Bush
enterprises, expansion can be a used to say about the U.S.' role in
all-consuming passion that jeOJr foreign affairs.
More and more students are
ardizes the good of those it dis\s -- ploces. Ask: the UMSl girl's soft- comfu~1iOOi areas- fiii
ball team. Light Rail runs right Amold and as far west asFoley. The
through where the teams' plan is designed to revolve around
homefield used to be. They've them.
been displaced to St Arm Park,
"It's true the earlier years of
campus we were dominated by
for their home games.
Don Driemeir,UM-St Louis' northern tier school districts,"
deputy to the chancellor, was ap- Driemeir said. "When we first
pointed liaison between Sasaki opened, Florissant was a commuand Associates (the "Master Plan- nity that was still developing, and
ners'') and the university. He said housing was rising at a rapid rate.
the plan had .many fine points, Simply, Ferguson and Horissant
which could set the standards for have fewer students graduating. "
thephysical make upofthecamp1S
editor's rwte: A three-part series
for decades to corne.
'1' m pleased with the amount on the physical changes designated
of work and the outcome," for UM-St. Louis will begin Sept. 14.

as sooth

CENSoRSK\?
CEN SORS\-\ \\?,I
CEN <;ORSH\P,?

Education. He has served as interim dean of the Evening
College since 1992.

•

Robert Nauss has been named dean of the School of
BusinessAdministration. Nauss joined UM-St. Louis as an
assistant professor in the School of Business Administration. He has served as interim dean of the school since 1990.
• R6naltl Munson; professor of philosophy, has published a suspense novel "Fan Mail." The book has been
•sed b S
h Kin '
pnu
Y tep en
g.

• The Anheuser-Busch Ecology and Conservation
Complex is in the process of construction. The complex is
being built with the help of a $500,000 pledge from the
Anheuser-Busch Charitable Foundation Inc. Construction
costs will total $1.5 million.

• The U.S. Education Department identified 900
postsecondary schools that may be dropped from one or
more federal student aid programs because of high student
loan default rates. The high default schools were among
.some 8,000 colleges, universities, and other institutions
whose fiscal year, 1991, loan default rates were released by
the department The department estimates that defaulted
• Everette Nance has been selected dean ofthe Evening student loans will cost taxpayers $2.5 billion in the current
College. Nance has been with UM-St. Louis since 1972 fiscal year, down more than $1 billion from the FY 1991
when he started as an assistant professor in the School of total of $3.6 billion.

UMSL News Briefs

Address all corresp~ndence to : The Current
8001 Natural Bridge R ad • St. Louis. Mo. 63121
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Dear Editor,
and coaches again. This is not the
As a new srudent, I was very

first time, nor will it be the last, I am

interested to read my first copy of
The Current yesterday. I found the
paper to be interesting and thoughtprovoking. I was also provoked to
write to you concerning the "Voice
of the People" policy, as expressed
on page 3 A
Specifically, the first sentence
bothers me: 'The Current welcomes
letters to the editor on subjects of
interest to its readers."
My subject in school is teaching
English to secondary students. My
interest, is how this misusage of the
possessive form of"its" escaped your
proofreader.

sure. If you'll remember, on numerous occasions coach Victor
Jordan and Rhonda Patterson stated
they were misquoted by [Schroederl,
and they refused to comment to him.
I am not going to explain or
justify my coaching tactics to
[Schroederl, but I would like to
question his ethics as ajoumalist If
he didn't think I was doing a good
job, whydidn 't he question me when
I was employed at UMSL; not when
I'm 200 miles away, and have left
the program.
It is my opinion that he hasn't
addressed the main issue in the
athletic department at UMSL-that
is academics. When· Liz Squibb
graduates in May, I will have 100
percent graduation rate with the ladies in the program, and have completed their playing eligibility. This
does not justify the poor record.
I believe you should have researched and addressed all areas of
·the women's basketball program
before you voiced your opinion,
suWOrted by misquotes.

Sincerely,
Sundine

John P.

Dear Editor,

After having read the school
articles, in which you chose to blast
me, I am writing to voice my opin
ion on a few of your views.
.
First and foremost, after speaking with the players you quoted, I
am not surprised that Cory (Current
sports editor Cory Schroeder) has
misquoted and abused the players

Sincerely,
BobbiMorse
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SGA from page 1
Campus Security Committee.
This committee plans tQ evaluate the
UM-St Louis police on federal programs based on Right-to-Know laws.
One of the groups' main concerns is
student safety. 'There is a contract that
is inherent in the university and student
relationship," SGA Vice President

Dave Roither said, "and I believe one
of those is that the university would
provide services in a safe environment. "
Roither said, while he believes the
campus is safe, he also thinks there are
areas that could become safer through
more police patrolling. '''There are areas students have brought to my attention," he said. "And, we plan on focusing on them."
Campus Beautification and
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Maintenance Committee. "This
committee deals with both re-active
and pro-active issues visI'ble on campus," Masters said. The committee will
serve a<; a response board for student
concerns regarding campus maintenance during the fiscal year, 1993-94.
'The options concerning street repair
will be examined and monthly maintenance checks will be made.
To enhance and add to existing
monuments on campus, the SGACampus Beautification program will be
implemented, also erecting campus
maps and an event board. "Organizations will be allowed to sponsor sections of land leaving a physical and
creative impact on campus to be felt
even 20 years from now," Masters said.
Textbook Reform Committee.
This committee will research thepossibility of a text book rental service,
examining the initial costs, and troubleshooting possible set-backs. 'This way
the students won't have to find a lot of
extra funds to buy books," African-

I
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American Leadership Council Assembly Representative Angela Hornaday
said.
Student Organization Cost Reduction Committee. This committee
plans to investigate the possibility of
reducing the cost of the use of campus
facilities and services to studentgroups,
emphasizing the catering monopoly of
the contract food service.
SABC Budget Reform Committee. This committee will focus on the
surplus of funds that an organiUltion
may have at the end of a fIscal year. As
it stands, surplus funds are taken from
the organization to cover any debt other
organizations might have. This group
hopes to effect policy which would
allow an organization to carry over
budget balances to the succeeding fiscal year.
"I think its a shame that an organization is penalized for spending money
wisely," Men's Leadership Development Assembly Representative Eric
Barnhart said.
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Weekend Hours
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up into sub-group to begin setting goals
and writing objectives.
"Ideas were really generated and
we got a start implementing them,"
Doyle said.
"It went quite well," Director of
StudentActivities Bob Schmalfeldsaid
"So many ideas were generated and I
hope through the course of the year
more things can be worked on."
Other than setting goals, SGA VicepresidentDaveRoither feels the retreat
gives timid individuals the cournge to
express their ideas and that courage
will be extended throughout the year.
"I think the best thing about the
retreat is that it takes student leaders
and sticks them together for a weekend
and they get to know each other,"
Roither said "Those who attended will
probably be the most vocal and active
in SGA this year because they, by
virtue of personal interaction, will feel
more comfortable and more able to act
in SGA this year---even if being shy is
a handicap. The goals are much more
personal to them because they help set
them up."
Other SGA Business:
• In an effort to communicate the
progress of the goals set forth effectively, Masters reminded Assembly
representative ofthe attendance policy,
warning them that if more than three
SGA meetirigs are missed organization funding could be frozen.
• In his report to the Assembly,
Masters announced the selection of the
new advisor fot SGA, UM-St Louis
Special Events Coordinator Cindy
Vantine.
• Masters also announced the Student Activities Budget Committee application deadline, Sept 24, hoping to
begin the process earlier allowing for a
smoother and more thorough job of the
committee this year.

Retreat from page 1
from the stress of our daily schedules
and get to know each other."
''I got a chance to meet a lot of

people I otherwise wouldn't have. It
was great." Doyle said.
Masters set the tone for the weekend, through the traditional "SGA
Presidents Message" to the 28 organization Assembly representatives in attendance. He hopes to create anadrninistration much more involved in campus organizations and activities, and
focused on the SGA "Year of Unity"
theme and how it could succeed.
The group of 28 Assembly members started the retreat on Friday with
an experimental icebreaker called the
''ropes course," which allows time for
the members to get to know each other
through participation in brain-teaser
games and other out-door challenges.
Team work and problem solving were
the focus of the activities.
''We learned to depend on others
and trust others during theropes course,
it gave us a sense of family." AfricanAmerican Leadership Council Representative Angela Hornaday said. "It
helped us to realize we are a family and
we have to work as one to reach our
goals."
Following the ice breaker, the group
began Saturday morning with an overview of the campus administrative and
governance structure. The remainder
of Saturday was spent in sessions
learning to set goals and write objectives
and tasks to support goal statements.
The group then brainstormed a list of
more than 90 issues of importance to
them and then selected 20 of those to
work on during the year. Seven of the
20 ideas were selected on basis of importance and the SG AAssembly broke-
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-It's as easy as dialing
1-S00-COLLECT,sM instead
of zero, when you make a
collect call.
It's the 1-S00-COLLECT
$5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY.
Just complete your collect call between August
30 and September 28,
and you'll have a chance
to share $5,000 with the
person whose number
you're calling.

'Call as oftin as you
like. There are winners
every day.
You'll also save upto
44% with 1-800-COLLECT.
It's America's Inexpensive
Way To Call Someone
Collect: Use it every time
you make a long distance
collect call. That's all
there is to it.
Bet you call Mom and
Dad more than ever.
M

Savings. vs. AT&T 3 min. operator dialed long distance call.

THE 1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY
'1-800·COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ALL ENTRANTS ARE BOUND BY COMPLETE RULES WHICH ARE AVAILABLE BY CALLING 1·800-RULES4U. FOR EACH DAY FROM 8130193 THROUGH 9128193 (30 DAYS), 1·800·COLLECT WILL GIVE AWAY
A GRAND PRIZE OF $5,000! 1. TO ENTER BY MAKING A 1-BOO·COLLECT CALL: -Each time you make a1 :BOO-COLLECT domestic telephone call (within th~ U.S. and Puerto Rico) during the promotion period indicated, and the collect calling charges are accepted,you and the individual or
company whose name appears on the telephone bill for the number called (hereinafter reterred to as Call ReCIpient) are eligible to be randomly selected as potential winners to share a dally prize of $5,000. Calling day IS 12:00 midnight EDT up to the following 12:00 midnight EDT. 2. No purchase
or telephone call necessary. TO ENTER BY MAIL, hand print your name, address, zip code and daytime telephone number on a plain piece of 3" x 5" paper and mail in a hand-addressed 41/8" x 9112- (#10) envelope, with first class postage affixed , to: 1-S00-COLLECT Giveaway, P.O. Box
4396, Blair, NE 68009. IMPORTANT: ON LOWER LEFT HAND CORNER OF MAILING ENVELOPE:, YOU MUST PRINT THE SPECIFIC DATE OF THE PRIZE GIVEAWAY (FROM 8130 through 9128!93) FOR WHICH YOUR ENTRY IS DESIGNATED. Enter as many times as you wish tor as
many days as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately. No mechanically reproduced entries permitted. Entries n:ust be received by 5 business days after prize giveaway date indicated on your mailing envek~pe to be eligible for that daily prize. 3. SELECTION OF WINNERS: Each daily
winner will be randomly selected !rom among all eligible I - BOO-COLLECT telephone call entries and all eligible mall-In entries received tor that day's giveaway. ~andom selectlOn Will take place 6 days alter the specific prize giveaway date. Odds of winning a prize will depend on the number of
eligible 1-BOO-COLLECT telephone calls completed each day and the time of day the call was made, and Dn the number Df mall-In entnes deSignated fDr each day s pnze award. Odds will vary ea~h day of the promDtlDn based Dn the above factors. Odds of winning via mail-in entry will be as good
as odds of winning via telephone entry. 4. PRIZES: 1 Grand Prize per day ot $5,000, diVided equally between Caller and Call ReCIpient. Call ReCIpient portion of the prize Will be awarded to the IndIVIdual or company whose name appears on the telephone bill for the telephone number called. If
potential winner has entered via mail, he/she subsequently will be required to give name, address and telephone number of individual wit~ whom he/she wishes to share prize equally. 5. GENERAL RULES: To be eligible, callerslmail·in entrants must be 16 years or older as at 8130193. Sponsor's
employees directly involved in the planning and implementation of this promotion and employees of it's advertising and promotion agencies, and their immediate. family members andlor those living in same household of each are not eligible far any prize, either as an entrant or designated recipient. lleither potential winner of a daily prize is not eligible, per the above, that entire $5,000 pnze will not be awanded. VOId where prohibited by law. No substitution or transfer of pnze permitted. AU federal, state and local taxes are the sole responsibility of winner. All tederal , state and local laws
and regulations apply. Not responsible for malfunctioning or breakdown of telephone systems, for faulty telephone transmission or for lost, late or m.,sdlrected entnes. In the e_ent that technical dlfflculMS prevent selection of a winner for any daily prize of the promotion. that prize will be awarded
on the following day. Random selection of winners will be under the supervision of D.L. Blair, Inc., an Independent Judging organization whose deCISions are final. By participating In thiS promollon, entrants agree to be bound by the Official Ru les and decisions of the judges. COMPLETE rules are
subject to any requirements or limitations that may be imposed by the Federal Communications Commission.
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UM St. Louis Celebrates Thirty Years
by Dana Cook
features editor

swinging rock toward being a little bit
more conservative," Touhill said.
Bugg Ulke has been a big source of
After this year, UM-St Louis will
recollection
to a lot of famer students,
be in its "thirtysomething" SIage. This
Touhill
said
She said she feels it is still
week, the activities celebrating UM-St
a
son
of
tradition
to students now.
Louis' 3(}.year anniversary will begin. College~differentfromalotofuniver
''1 think: Bugg Lake is very moch in
But Chan:ellor Blanche Touhill consid- sities.
ers the camIJU"l as an emerging univer'~ hOO always been evening the psyche of the campus. In the early
sitythatis still developing and manuing. classes and the faculty debated on how days, students used to sit around Bugg
Toohill talks about her feelings coo- that would be structllred and the gentle- Lake and I still think it is a very pretty
cemingtheuniversity and its future goals men who wasnmning the Evening CoI- place on campus and! have met students
with amatema1 tooe. She ~ every right lege at the time said that he wanted the who have said to me, 'Everything has
to 00 so. Touhill has been with the foculty to commit to teadring bOOt in the changed except Bugg Lake,' and that 'I
university since 1965. its second year of day and theevening,"Touhill said. "And proposed to roy wife on the banks of
existence.
he wanted the same curriculum and the Bugg Lake,' and cooples stroll over to
look: at it," Touhill said.
''There was only one buildFor the future, Touhill said
ing,and thecircle was thecircle
one ofthe ways she would like to
to the Country Club Building,
see the university grow is by
and the bricks that make up the
"The vIsion of the instituition developing more programs and
seats there are the moo from
the Country Club Building," from the very beginning is the by building more donns. She
said shewould Iike to have at least
Touhillsaid. ''Tha!\VaS theonly
very same vision today, and 10 percent of the campus popubuilding, and I have watched
the growth of all these other
that is we are moving to lation living on campus one day.
challenge is to keep
buildings and the acquisition of
become the most outstanding what'The
we have strong and move
the Marillac campus. That has
university in the morehcrizontally."Touhillsaid
been very interesting in my life urban
... to watch the place grow and country. "
In comparisoo to the other
develqJ."
campuses in the UM system,
-Blanche Touhil: TouhillsaidUM-StLouis is"still
There are a number of
recollections, Toohill said, that
Chancellor, UM-St. Louis charting our path." She said the
other campuses are mature instifile photo stick out in her mind when she
An aerial view of the UM-St. Louis campus taken in 1969. It was taken before the Country Club Building (middle thinks of the p1St 30 years. First,
tutions and this campus can still
left) was torn down and before the Research Wing was bui~, connecting Benton and Stadler Halls. Notice the she said the things that were
do Ihings in new and innovative
important to the university at its begin- same standards in the day as in the ways. Touhillbasafew new progrnrnsin
swimming pool in front of the Thomas Jefferson Library.
ning are the things that are important evening."
mind, soch as a fine arts program and a
now.
Touhill said thedifference was many Ph.d program in mathematics.
''The vision of the institution from universities don't use the same curricuAll-in-aIl, Touhill seems excited
the very beginning is the very same as lum, foculty and programs in both day
about seeing the campus become a mathe visioo today, and that is that we are and night classes.
ture, outstandIDg university. Outstandmoving to become the most outstanding
Accmiing to Touhill, the student ing, not only in the educational sense,
wban university in the COlIDtry," Touhill bOOy has gone tluuugh three stages, but but as aresearch institute and as a service
said. "When we hired faculty at that basically they havemaintained the same ~mberoftheaxrununity.
time,
it \VaS clearly understood that traditions.
'!he quality of our faculty, the foit You could use the points to by person would be responsible for
1eOChing
is
of
extreme
impcrtance
as
is
''When
we
started,
the
students
were
cusedderlicationofoor
students, and our
Clearasil to clear up the zits you got their own points. You could buy
research,
and
as
is
service.
And
that
a
little
more
conservative.
In
the
late
tie
to
the
commwrity,
makes
us standout
after gorging yourself with pizza They other poople's points that already
visioo
is
still
alive
and
still
intact"
'Bls,
early
'70s,
they
became
a
little
bit
on
our
own,"
Touhill
said
'''This has
by Stacy Kardasz
could use a slogan like "Eat at have a good grade, and sell them off
Another
thing
that
sticks
out
in
more
liberal.
Now,
I
think
they
are
been
a
very
exciting
campus
to
watch."
of The Current staff
Domino's, and No More Pizza Face!" if you didn't need them! HOW do I
think of the these tlrings?
Bud Bucks
Camel cigarettes has the1rCamel
Fashion Francs
The beer distributers could give Bbucks. Marlboro has their miles. notes on six packs, 12 packs, cases and
] ust think if points were given
McDonalds has their touchdown individual bottles. These B-bucks could out when girls bought shoes! I would
points. Even Kool-Aid has points be exchanged for Budweiser apparel, have about a million. Or you could
on their labels fer kids to get free or maybe free beer. Actually, that isn't keep the tags off all the clothes you
stuff with. Here are some point of- such a bad idea! I can see it now, half bought, and then trade them in for
fers I don't think we'll be seeing... the students here would be clothed free clothes! That would be cool
Aqua-net Points
head to toe in Bud Light tee-shirts, (huh huh.) And, then if you bought
Teen-age girls can exchange sweats and ballcaps. A few people I ugIyclothes, they would takepoints
Aqua-netpoints foc blueeyeshadow, know would probably be driving Bud away. We could eliminate thefashpink lipstick and purple nailpolish. Dry cars and living in Budweiser ion police all togther!
They can also save their points, and decorated houses-myself exclude<L
Cop Cards
use the accumulation to buy curling of course.
Maybe the tate could give out
irons and hair dryers.
Class Clams
points for each time you got out of
Condom Cash
Maybe we could talk the teachers a ticket After so many points, you
Saved condom dollars could be on campus into giving us class points! could trade them in for a "Get Out
exchanged for free visits to the local Each time we showed up to class they Of]ail Free" careL like in Mooopoly.
SID clinic, or maybe be exchanged could give us a few clams, and at the That way, if a cop pulled you over
for more condoms.
end of the semester, we could trade in and was being a real jerk, you could
the dollars for better grades. I know, just wrup outthe card and say, "SEE
Domino's Dollars
Domino's could have an offer some teachers already do something YA!"
where the box your pizza was deliv- . similar with participation points, but
I'm going to have to write my
ered in would have a point value on it's not the same. With my system, each state rep about that one for sure!
Touhill's mind is the opening of the
Evening Cdlege. She said the standards
of the College are also the same as when
they were ·first established and those
standards make UM-St Louis' Evening

Getting The Most
For Your Points
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by Amy Weicht
of The Current staff

••

The first step is admitting it If you or
someone you love is a republican then pay
heed. College Republicans, a fledgling
organization on campus, is dedicated to
acting as an outlet for students to interact
with professionals and students with the

••
"

/

same political views in both practical
and social venues.
College Republicans founder and
president, Elizabeth Titlow, hopes the
organization will serve as a service to
the students and the actual party itself.
"We'll be acting as a liaison between
local republicans and and students, as a
volunteer base where students chip in
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and help the cause and make important connections along the way"
said Titlow.
Because the organization is
in an embryonic state there is
still a lot of ground work to
be done, but by the end of
September the group
hopes to have a meeting schedule set up.
"Weare still trying to finalize a fiscal plan. Ideally
we'd like to have
one meeting a
month for business purposes and
another
with a seminar fannat, and
a planned social
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AMERICAN
THEATRE
Tickets available at all Tickets Now locations including :
Streetside Records , Famous-Barr and 12 area Schnucks Video Centers.
Plus Blue Note Sports and Mississippi Nights or Charge-By-Phone:

DIALTIX 291-7600
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CI RRUS.
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or
call us at 383-5555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can
be used at the machine in University Center
if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

383-5555

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
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activity,"
said Titlow.
Membership is currently at 25, but
the group has the
potential for
much more
than that according to
Titlow.
'We've
received lot of
. response from freshmen orientation. Word of mouth is
great too, I'm always getting names
and numbers of interested people from
somebody, I try and cross paths with
everyone," said Titlow,
The organization is open to anyone, no matter what type of republican
you are. This student group doesn't
hold a steadfast definition of republican,
"We don' t take a hard line on
politics. Anyone who considers themselves a conservative leans liberal on
one issue or another. It's a personal
choice. We don't grill you," Titlow
said.
If you're considering a future in
politics, this organization makes a great
career move. If you want to go into
politics you basically do it through
connections and any volunteer work .
you do can often tum into a future job. .
It also looks great on a resume (unless
your boss is a democrat).
To find out more about the College
Republicansallyou need to do iscontact
the Student Activities Office and ask
for the information on file.
Tell 'em you heard about it on The
Comer.
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Right now, you can get a great price on an Apple® printer for your puter lab. You can even get special financing with the Apple Con1puter
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Riverwomen Storm Through Red And
Gold Classic, Start Off Season 4-0
Speak No
Evil
Where The Grass
Is Not Always
Greener
by COry Sch roeder
sports editor

Don Dallas Memorial Field.

Wading through the dense grass,
the midfielder dribbles the ball,
avoiding quicksand on his left and
low swinging vines on his right.
Cheetahs cry out from the tree- tops
and the water of a running brook
echoes, cascading across sunken
rocks.
Although not a Johnny
Weismuller film or a habitat for wild
animals. the UM-St. Louis soccer
field is starting to resemble a field
where you let livestock graze and .
less a place where the world's most
popular sport is played. A
groundskeeper' s mortal enemies,
crabgrass and weeds, have taken over.
. The terrain is rough, like a Nebraska
prairie, and looks even worse.
"It is very frustrating it's in such
poor condition," Rivermen head
coach Tom Redmond said. "Weeds
and crabgrass have taken over."
Redmond spoke of a verde drain
process that was used last year during the off-season, to put deep
airating holes in the field. This is
supposed to strengthen the field's
condition. Redmond seemed to think
this process worked in previous years,
but was baffled at what kind of maintenance had been done this year. The
field was already beginning to resemble a rain forest during the spring,
when players complained of its lack
of grass.
"The condition hasn't changed
since last year," senior forward Mike
Hayes said. "Of all the places I played
at last year, it was the worst field."
It seems the Rivermen aren't the
only people with such a low opinion
of UM-St. Louis groundskeeping.
Many players from visiting teams
have been heard to complain about
the state of Don Dallas Memorial
Field.
"It really sucks to play on," said
Steve Lyle of the Tampa University
soccer program. "It's like fertilizer
was sprayed aU over the field to experiment with different forms of plant
life."
It has to be quite embarrassing
for a strong Division II soccer program, like UM-St. Louis, to have
host the nations elite teams on such a
shoddy home field. UM-St. Louis
Athletic Director Rich Meckfessel,
acknowledges that maintenance does
need to be performed.
"There are plans to allot money
to the maintenance of the soccer
field," Meckfessel said. "However,
nothing can be done immediately; it
would have to be done after the season."
With both the men's and women's
soccer team's practicing and playing
games on the same field, more maintenance is needed. Last spring,
Meckfessel did have plans to address
the decrepit state of the field despite
budget cuts. What maintenance was
actually performed this summer was
unknown even to Meckfessel and the
grounds department could not be
reached for comment.
Whatever the problems may be
with the buget, the problem is clear.
Maintenance, a lot of it, needs to be
performed on Don Dallas Memorial
Field. We can't expect the Rivermen
and Riverwomen to continue conlending for national honors when the
field is in a state of disarray. Until
such problems are rectified, mediocre leams will be the standard. We
hope that, come next fall, the players
will tx: marveling at the luscious grass
that covers the field.

With Central Oklahoma out of the
way, the only obstacle that stood between the Riverwomen and the championship was the Pioneers of the University of Denver. Denver is known for
their hard serving style and relentless
attack. This strategy seemed to wear
down the Riverwomen in thefustgarne
with Denver coming out on top 7-15.
Game two featured the
Riverwomen attack that had propelled
to the championship. The Kampwerth
sisters came out of a time-out on fire
and drilled many a ball to the gymnasium floor. Intensity picked up and the
Riverwomen proved themselves
champions, taking the last three games

by Cory Schroeder
sports editor

Without a blink of an eye, the UMSt. Louis volleyba11 team stormed

through their own Red and Gold Classic
en-route route to the championship.
Thefirstmatch,Sept3, was a grudge
match so to speak. The Tartars ofWayne
State University defeated the
Riverwomen in last year's Red and Gold
Classic, squeaking by in five games.
This time around was a little different
The Tartars had lost five starters to
graduation, and fielded a team with
seven freshmen. The older, more experiencedRiverwomen used this to their
advantage, exploiting the Tartars 15-

15-11,15-10,15-8.

11,15-13, 15-9.

"Wayne State's returning most of
their players from last year," UM-St
Louis head coach Denise Silvester. "But
were a lot deeper than last year. We have
three or four people at each position."
On a torrid pace, the Riverwomen
didn't let up after Wayne State, shutting
down Kentucky Wesleyan College in
the second game, Sept 3. The Lady
Panthers just couldn't stack up against
the taller Riverwomen with their team
average height of .5'6. With middle
hitters Debbie and Carol KaRlpwerth
swatting away ball after ball, the Lady
Panthers were never really in it, succumbing 15-3,15-11, 15-2.
"All the players played better than I
expected," Silvester said 'They were
really quiet during pre-game practice
which means the tournament was really
important to them."
The fire didn' t dwindle on Saturday
(Sept4) with the Riverwomen continuing their hot play against Central
Oklahoma University. Silvester made
the most of her depth by using arotation

photo: Dave Floyd
SPIKING IT HOME: Middle-hitter Debbie Boedefeld drills a shot against Central Oklahoma. The Riverwomen
beat the Lady Broncos 15-7, 15-4, 15-12.

system with outside hitters Becky
Bange and Sheri Grewe. Grewe was
pulled many times for Bange's powerful serves.
"Sherri's a taUer, bigger blocker,"
Silvester said. "Becky did a real nice
job setting and has a great serve."
The Lady Broncos of Central
Oklahoma were never allowed a
chance to come b~k, falling behind in
the first game 7-2 before eventually
losing 15-7. After losing the second
game, the Lady Broncos appeared to
rouse from their dream-like state in
the third game, trailing the
Riverwomen 13-11. Senior outside

hitter Cindy Stoerger quickly erased
any hope they had by slamming dOwn
a kill and registering two sOlid serves
for the win.
"We just really hustled," Junior
setter Amy Cole said.
Speaking of Cole, sophomore setter Ginger Heaton was unable to play
because of a fractured finger. The sole
responsibility of setting was placed on
Cole who is in her first year with UMSL Louis. HeatoD started all last year,
and Silvester had originally intended to
use both of them in the starting line-up.
"Amy's an outstanding setter,"
Silvester said. "She runs the team very

well. We still want her to work on
mental things and who 10 set in certain
positions."

"I really thought we would be 2-2
at this point," Silvester said. "All expectations were surpassed."
Junior Richelle Blow proved to be
the key to the tournament Blow came
through with many key kills and was
tenacious on the front line.
"She struggled a little against
Denver," Silvester said. "But she was
strong for Us through most of the
tournament"
The Riverwomen will travel to
. Warrensburg, Mo. for the Central
MiSsouri Challenge, Sept 10 and 11.

All System.s Go For Riverm.en Soccer
by

Pete Dlcrlsplno
associate sports editor

After falling behind 2-D in the first
half, the UM-St Louis men's soccer
team rallied for a 2-2 tie at home againsl
SIU-Edwardsville Aug. 31. The game
marked the fmal exhibition tune-up
before the start of the regular season.
Midfielder Justin Staus was the big
star, scoring both of the Rivermen's
goals. Staus came off the bench for
injured midfielder Todd Rick.
"J ustin was a pleasant surprise,
coming off the bench and contributing
like he did," head coach Tom Redmond
said.
Sweeper Dean Dallas and
midfielders Gayle Abbas and Matt
Gober also had outstanding games.
"Dean keeps things very tight, and
was the glue in the b~k," Redmond
said. "Gayle and Matt also gave great
~fforts, they really worked hard."
Redmond was pleased wjth the way
the team came back, but was not pleased
with their start'.
"I was not pleased with the goals
allowed, we were standing around and
waiting for something to happen,"
Redmond said. "Justin's goals gave us
the spark we needed to get going."

photo: AWie M. Ali
NEEDLE IN A "HAYES-STACK": Forward Mike Hayes attempts to '
thread shot through two defenders.

a

Rivermen goalies Todd Molski rotate them until one of them takes
and Jeff Hulsey continued their battle charge."
for the number one job in the nets.
The 2-2 tie against the Cougars
Molski played the first half and had ended a tough exhibition schedule,
four saves, while Hulsey played the which should only help the team be
prepared for the season opener against
second half and had five saves.
''We will probably gowitharotat- Washington U., Sept 8.
"I'm happy with the preseason
ing system," Redmond said. "Neither
one has hurt their chances at all. I'm schedule, weplayed three tough teams,"
pleased with both of them, and will Redmond said.

Earlier, the Rivermen lost to St. years.
Louis U. and tied the University of
"I have a great deal of respect for
Monterrey, Mexico 1-1.
Ty Keough, he always has a weUHere Comes The Bears.
disciplined and organized team,"
"It's a war every year we play Redmond said. "Everyone has to get
Wash. U,"Redmondsaid. "We scored up against a rival like Wash. u."
three goals in overtime last year to beat
Senior's Wiese and Rick, feel with
them."
a little work, the team should be ready
Wasltington U., whose head coach Sept 8.
is former Steamer great, Ty Keough,
"We need to play solid defense,
has been considered one of the top
soccer programs in St Louis over the
See Soccer, page 9

It's A Jungle Out There!
Get on Target and RegisterNow !

---------------------Seniors-The Job Hunt Begins Now!
Student Government Association challenges your organization to go the extra mJle by Joining up to run in the

UM- St. Louis 5K Run & 1M Fanlily Waik/Rull
WIn prizes for your organization by beating either Dave
Roither in the 5K run or Andy Masters in the 1M run.
SGA will award a $100 prize to the
student organization representative that not only beats
Roither and Masters. but also finishes with the best time
(among student organizations) in each race.
Sign up to beat them now and win your group $100.
Call the Recreational Sports Office at 553-6754.
Entrees are due Sept. 8.
.

-On Campus Recruiting Begins in September
- Career Library -Resume &Interviewing Workshops
- Current Job Listings • "Careers On-Line"

Sophomores &-JuniorsCo-op & Internships
• Paid positions related to degree while in school

Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall

553-5111

Hours: 8 a.m. - 7 p.m., M T
. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., WTh F

-
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Soccer from page 8

Queen Of Saves: Hearne .A nchors Riverwomen Defense

keeI1 the ball moving, and control the be.
possession against a team like Wash.
Injury Update.
U ," Wiese said. ''If we moved together
Wiese, who is still bothered by a
as one unit, we shouldn't have a prob- groin pull, hopes to be ready for the
lem."
opener. "It's coming along slowly, but
The Rivennen cannot afford to fall surely," he said. ''I'm exercising in the
behind 2-0 in the first half against a pool and getting treatment on it.
soccer team like the Bears.
Hopefully, I'll be ready for Wash. U. I
''Weneed everyone to work hard to don't like sitting out"
avoid letdowns, and to play like we've
"If Doug is ready to go, he'll be in
been playing, then we should beat there," Redmond said.
them," Rick said.
Rick received a deep bruise to his
Redmondcouldn 't agree more with thigh in the Monterrey game, and left
Rick. "We have to avoid the 10- minute early with tightness when playing the
stretch against the Cougars, where we Cougars.
allowed the two goals."
"I'm optimistic he'll be ready for
The Bears should be a good open- Wash. U," Redmond said.
ing-season test for the Rivennen .to
Junior back Gary Davis is still not
judge what kind of team there going to at 100 percent, due to an ankle injury.

by Rebecca Dames
of the Current Staff

Apartment: $285
Heat Included!! 1 bedroom, 2 room ernc:lency, new appUances,
some furnished. 6 month or 1 year lease. $285-$295.
OR a 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315-$350.

Dew carpet,

381·8797
Bermuda
Heights
Nonnandy
n38
Springdale

Jimmy's
Subway Bar

.

For the second straight year, UMSl Louis women's soccer goalkeeper
Kelly Hearne returns to anchor the
defense.
Hearne, a21 year old senior, has
played soccer since she was six years
old. Hearne played for Oakville High
School forfouryears, leading the Tigers
to a second place finish in the state
finals. She then moved on to an exciting two years at Meramec Community
College. Meramec won ajuniorcollege
national championship with Hearne in
the nets.
Last year, she was the only goalkeeper to play between the pipes for the
Riverwornen. She finished 1m with
no injuries, and recorded six shutouts.
''We had a really strong game last
. year," Hearne said.
However, this year the
Riverwomen only have fifteen players
Kelly Hearne
on their roster. But Hearne said she has
confidence in the team.
''We have a lot of strong players,
and if we keep in shape we should do
. by Pete Dlcrlsplno
pretty well," Hearne said.
Hearne enjoys playing soccer on associate sports ed~or
The UM-St Louis Riverrnen soc~
cer team was dealt a huge blow last
week.
Skip Birdsong, who was supposed
to be the big offensive weapon, was

Don Dallas Memorial Soccer Field. She likes the landscaping that has been done.
"But the goal area has many holes and is in poor
condition," Hearne said.
Freshman Jennifer Frohlich, played with Hearne at
Oakville High School.
"She was good at Oaleville," Frohlich said. "I had played
back, so whenever I messed up she was there to back me up
. . . and from what I can see she seems just as good now or
better."

Junior backfielder Ellen Schulte played defense in front
of Hearne last year for the Riverwomen.
"She gives it her all," Schulte said. "She really surprises
you at what she goes after. She is really dependable."
Women's soccer head coach Ken Hudson sings high
praises for his·second-year goalkeeper.
"She is one of the best goal keepers in the region,"
Hudson said. "It would surprise me if she wasn't put in line
with All-American."
Hudson also said Hearne shows good leadership quality
and should be one of the teams' captains.
"She is a very positive person, and not afraid to tell her
teammates what she needs," Hudson said.
The Riverwomen host Washington University Sept 8, at
5 p.m.

Empty Nest : Birdsong Declared IneligI1l1e
ruled ineligible and will have to sit out
this year.
"It hurts to lose an impact player
like Skip," Rivermen head coach Tom
Redmond said.
Birdsong is considered by the
NCAA as being a 4-2-4 transfer.
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46 N. Florissant Rd.
Ferguson, Mo.

We have
discounts to help
you drive down
the cost of

524-6009

14 Ounce
Frozen Mug
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If you're not moving your hips,
it just ain't happening!

car insurance,
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Kitchen Now Open • Serving Lunch Daily
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. & 6 p.m. -12 a.m.
"Downstairs from Rinderer's Gasen Drug's"
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IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.
hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-nve, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
nnancial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in y our
favor. TllTIe.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $172,109*
by the ti.n:le you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$219 a month to reach the same goal.

At TIAA-CREF, we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible-with flexible
retirement and tax-defe rred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retire ment system.
Find out how easy it is to j oin them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yours~lf through retirement when you
have time and TlAA-CREF on your side.

75 years of ensuring the future

470 East LockwQQd' 968-7487 ~ All shows at 8 p.m.

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER
anagement or
marketing major?
Smart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA II PLUSM now,
before assignments pile up.
res designed especially for
business professionals. The
kind you're going to be.
Naturally, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like time-value-of-money.
Plus, it delivers much more.
C ash flow analysis for internal rate of return (IRR).
Net present value (NPV).
Bond calculations. Depreciation. Advanced statistics.
Also have a look at the
BA-35. It's our most affordable model for time-valueof-money, and even handles
one-variable statistics.

I.
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Sept. 2·5 & 9-12 wlth director
Ron Mann on Sept. 2
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Start piRnning Y(Nr.fu;tun. CRll (Nt' Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.
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Birdsong planned on attending Quincy
College two years ago. So he worked
out two days with the Hawks, but then
decided to attended Lewis and Clark
Community College.
Though Birdsong didn't attend
classes or play for Quincy, the NCAA
rules do not allow you to transfer from
a four-year school to another four-year
school without sitting out a year. If
Birdsong hadn't worked out with the
Hawks for those two days, he would be
eligible.
"It was my fault, not Skip's,"
Redmond said.
The players realize losing Birdsong
will hurt, but are ready to work even
harder to make up for it.
"It's a big loss, we were counting
on him for most of the scoring,"
midfielder Todd Rick said.
Senior stopper-back Doug Wiese
agreed with Rick.
"It's a big blow, we don't have a
pure goal scorer like Skip," Wiese said.
Other Rivennen will have to step
up their games offensively, to provide
the Rivermen with the scoring they
need to make up in Birdsong's absence.
"We have the poten tial on this team
for someone to take over his spot,"
Wiese said.

""Trademark of To:.a.s Instruments lm:orpor.n ed
01 99 3 Tcxasl nm umems Incorporated
lHOOOI02 A

Try the BA II PLUS and
BA-35 at your local TI
retailer. And start working
smarter. Instead of harder.
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Hall from page 1
the time we want to spend with others
here?"
He said the administration is taking
awaya freedom that the students should
have.
"College should be an opportunity
to grow-up and mature," Peery said.
"Many of us moved into a dorm so that
parents would not do things like this."
Jeffery Brown,coordinatorofresidential housing, said the only formal
pan of the policy amended was the
change in interdorm visitation. There
had ·been no regulations in the residence hall handbook before it was
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page 10
amended.
He said the non-resident visitation
. p::>licy had contradicted itself before it
was amended. Pan of the p::>licy said
"overnight guests must be of the same
sex as the occupants of the room in
which they are staying."
Another pan of the policy book
allowed student to havecoedovemight
visitors on the weekend as long as the
person signed in at the front desk. Because of that Brown said the policy was
not enforced strictly.
"There was a kind of vagueness on
what we were going to enforce and
what we were going to let slide •." he
saici
Brown said he has no problem with

interdorm visitation if the residents
conduct themselves in the right manner. He said he does have a problem
with unrestricted 24 hour visitation by
non-residents on weekends. though.
"Some of them may not be able to
handle it," Brown said. "The policy is
jusrnying to protect the residents of the
building."
He said speaking with some parents of the residents has caused him to
be cautious about wanting to make the
non-resident visitor policy change.
Brown said parents of the residents are
especially concerned about the security issues that could come from allowing unrestricted 24 hour visitation on
weekends.

"I don't think with the input I have
had from parents the change could be
made," he said. "It would be tOO much."
Brown said he could compromise
by allowing non-resident visitation of
the opp::>site sex on weekends a limited
number of times per year.
Andy Masters SGA president said
there is a larger issue that need to be
addressed.
''They need to govern their own
residential policy," said Masters. ''They
know how things work with the floors."
Brown said he also believes the
residents should practice self-government He said some changes in the
policy could be made if the residents
would have used self-government

"I want them to be responsible," he
said. ''They live here. They have to be
able to govern themselves."
Peery said the students could govern themselves efficiently if a student
grievance panel was set up. If a resident
commits what some think is an infraction they will be judged by the grievance panel.
"People will think more of what
they are doing if they have to go in front
of their peers," Peery said .
Beeler said before a change is made
he wants to make sure ''all voices are
heard."
He said about five or six students
have spoken with him and said they
hoped there would not be a change in

the present policy.
''The residence hall needs to take
into take into account the other opinions," said Beeler. "Emotions can run
high during a meeting. Some students
areintimidaled and don 't wanttospeak
up and take an opposing view."
DaveRoither,SGA vice-president,
said the policy change was not conducted in a democratic manner.
"The changes should have gone
through the Residential HaIl Council,"
he said. "[The administration] should
not be able to edict something down
like that"

Board from page 1
cially important to the UM-St Louis
and UM-Kansas City urban campuses.
He said with more "non-traditional"
students going to college, urban campuses such as UM-St Louis and UMKansas City will expand.
''There is a declining number of the
"traditional" student [18-22] and a
laTger numbeI of the "non-traditional"
student going to colleges," McHugh
saici
Fred Hall, Board of Curators
member, said the presence of so many
community colleges in the StLouis
area forces the rise of the urban cam-

pus.
"The university serves to pick up
those students after they transfer," said
HaII."You have to look into the future
and see what the is trend is and see how
to prepare for it," HaIl said.

Flood from page 1
receive financial aid."
Robertson said UM-StLouis' main
objective is to keep the students in
class. She said the office will develop
a payment plan with the student to keep
them from geuing their classes cancelled.
She said the response of the students who inquired about the fInancial
aid shows their dedication to continue
their schooling.
''The feedback has been very favorable,"shesaici "We have committed students."

.IN CONJUNCTION WITI-I
THE CHANCELLOR'S
8TH ANNUAL PICNIC
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
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